Unmask Your Perfect Skin

Bionome Masks brings out the best in you
Face masks can help to make the difference between a good or a great skin, not to mention the “instant“ glow
and vitality that reflects the new you as you glance into your bathroom mirror.
The application spectrum addresses individual skin deficiencies, effectively supporting the natural health and beauty
of the skin.
Masks are an essential asset for a “glam night” on the town, a pick me up-energiser after a sleepless night, a fresh
clearness for an oily impure skin, a first date confidence builder, a natural lift for a mature skin or a surge of moisture
for a dry skin.
There are gentle, well-formulated masks that can be used as often as necessary and they are definitely a highly
recommended investment for an enduringly beautiful skin.
There are many facial masks available so be sure to choose the mask that suits your skin type and gives you good
feelings.
Masks should be savoured and revelled in: a pampering in a fragrant ‘’candle lit’’ bathroom, a time out from a
busy demanding life, a brief vacation for your senses and your soul. It’s a ritual that should be enjoyed as often
as possible.

“Sleep in “masks are also a great option for demanding lives. Apply the mask before going to sleep. The “morning
you” will look simply radiant.
Getting Close Up and personal
Dr Baumann Bionome Liposome Mask is a bouquet of treating Vitamins E, A and D-Panthenol, calming Aloe Vera
and Macadamia, that treat not only the surface of the skin but also reach the deeper layers of the skin for a more
intense effect. It can be applied over night or in the bath and is essential for a dehydrated, mature skin.
The Dr Baumann Bionome Aloe Vera Mask is a soothing mixture of healing herbs and Aloe Vera ideal for reddened
irritated or impure skin
The Dr. Baumann Bionome Cream Mask is a deep cleansing mask that also calms clarifies and regenerates the skin
leaving it refreshed and vital.
1 Plus 1
You don’t have to stop at only one mask. Choose a deep cleansing exfoliating mask it’s a basic beauty essential
AND
Add an intense revitalizing, hydrating or a firming anti aging mask for youthful glamour.
Treat yourself at least once a week - It’s a vacation worth taking!

Your personal guarantee from Dr. Baumann Bionome Cosmetics; A visibly more beautiful skin in just 3-5 weeks!

Irresistible offers from Dr Baumann
WITH A PURCHASE OF: SKINIDENT
LIPOSOME CERAMIDE VITAMIN
MASK full size, 75 ml, HIGHLY
MOISTURIZING MASK for Normal
or Dry Skin valued at R679 you
will receive FREE OF CHARGE THE
NEW SKINIDENT Facial Cleanser
75ml, valued at R179, PLUS, THE
NEW SKINIDENT FACIAL TONIC
SPECIAL 75ml valued at R228,
PLUS, You save (TOGETHER) R547
- this is a 80% discount. limited
quantity left!!!

WITH A PURCHASE OF: SKINIDENT
CREAM MASK FOR NORMAL &
DRY SKIN full size, 75ml valued at
R1029, you will receive FREE OF
CHARGE THE NEW SKINIDENT
Facial Cleanser 75ml, valued at
R179, PLUS, THE NEW SKINIDENT
FACIAL TONIC SPECIAL 75ml
valued at R228, PLUS, You save
(TOGETHER) R547 - this is a 53%
discount. limited quantity left!!!

WITH A PURCHASE
OF: SKINIDENT FACIAL PEELING
for all skin types, full size, 75ml
valued at R455, you will receive
FREE OF CHARGE THE NEW
SKINIDENT FACIAL TONIC SPECIAL
75ml valued at R228, PLUS, You
save R228 - this is a 50%
discount. limited quantity left!!!
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